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ABSTRACT
A hybrid gaze and brain-computer interface (BCI) was developed to
accomplish target selection in a Fitts’ law experiment. The method,
GIMIS, uses gaze input to steer the computer cursor for target
pointing and motor imagery (MI) via the BCI to execute a click
for target selection. An experiment (n = 15) compared three motor
imagery selection methods: using the left-hand only, using the legs,
and using either the left-hand or legs. The latter selection method
("either") had the highest throughput (0.59 bps), the fastest selection
time (2650 ms), and an error rate of 14.6%. Pupil size significantly
increased with increased target width. We recommend the use of
large targets, which significantly reduced error rate, and the "either"
option for BCI selection, which significantly increased throughput.
BCI selection is slower compared to dwell time selection, but if
gaze control is deteriorating, for example in a late stage of the ALS
disease, GIMIS may be a way to gradually introduce BCI.
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INTRODUCTION

Our sensory and motor functions are generated and communicated
by a complex, essential, yet fragile, central nervous system (CNS).
Spinal cord injuries, strokes, and autoimmune diseases can damage
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the CNS and impair or disable speech and movement abilities, and,
in severe cases, lead to locked-in syndrome and tetraplegia. For
example, the adult-onset motor neuron disease, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis (ALS), causes patients to gradually lose the ability to move,
speak, swallow, and breathe. Globally, there are over 200,000 cases
of ALS in 2015, and this is expected to increase by 69% to over
300,000 by 2040, mostly due to an aging population [Arthur et al.
2016].
Augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) technologies can help these patients communicate with their environments
and improve social interaction and self-esteem. AAC technologies
used by people with ALS include printed alphabets on a transparent sheet, eye tracking, brain-computer-interfaces (BCI), electromyography (EMG), electrooculography (EOG), etc. Eye tracking
is easy and fast to use, but it requires well-functioning control of
eye movements. BCIs can be used without moving the eyes, but
the interaction is slower and more tiring than eye tracking. EMG
can help patients who still have motor control, but cannot help
severely paralysed patients who lack even basic control of muscle
movements. Both eye tracking and BCI are accepted within the
ALS patient community, with BCI particularly welcomed in the late
stages of ALS when all movement control is lost.
In this paper we examine a hybrid system as a way to ease the
transition from eye tracking to a BCI system. There are potential
applications in the late stages of ALS where eye control is becoming weaker but when a full BCI system is not yet required. Also,
compared to standard dwell-time target selection, as used by most
eye tracking systems, a BCI click function for target selection has
potential advantages. A BCI selection is an intentional act, while
dwell selection can occur inadvertently just when looking. This is
known as the "Midas touch" problem [Jacob 1991]. As well, different
types of BCI clicks can be mapped to different actions, such as single click, double click, left click, click-and-drag, and so on. It thus is
important to know how the two systems will work when combined
in a hybrid setup: What throughput should we expect? What are
the error-rates? How mentally demanding is the interaction? Can
BCI support different types of clicks when used with eye tracking?
Gaze from an eye tracker is a fast replacement for cursor pointing,
while selection is usually activated using a dwell time [Mateo et al.
2008]. However, most dwell-based systems do not allow users to rest
their gaze, and the duration of dwell fixations needs to be optimized
for different tasks. This causes unintentional activations which can
be annoying. A hypothesis is that a hybrid system can mitigate the
Midas touch problem associated with dwell-based systems. Previous
studies combining eye tracking with motor imagery (MI), EMG,
and mouse input have been successful (e.g., [Mateo et al. 2008]);
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however, not all studies use the same experimental protocols, tasks
and conditions, and this makes comparisons between the systems
difficult.
The efficiency of new methods for pointing and selecting is commonly evaluated using a Fitts’ law experiment for target acquisition.
The next section reviews some of work in the field of eye tracking
and hybrid brain-computer interfaces. Our Fitts’ law experiment is
then described.

2

RELATED WORK

Eye tracking has been used by people with ALS to access the Internet, to use social networking, and to communicate by texting and
voice synthesis. Eye tracking is welcomed by ALS patients due to
its non-invasiveness, ease of set up and use, and the availability of
customer support. A successful eye tracking system achieves spatial
and temporal accuracy and is tolerant to changes in ambient light
levels and to patient use of glasses and contact lenses. Other issues
to consider are reliability, robustness, the comfort of the mounted
device, freedom to move the head, portability, battery life, wireless
use, camera angles, etc. Sometimes eye tracking systems are bulky
or noisy, and the customer may not be satisfied by the speed of interaction, such as when selecting a letter or word in a spell-checker.
Users can also get tired due to gaze fatigue [Majaranta and Bulling
2014; Spataro et al. 2014].
The most common eye tracking technique used for communication is videooculography (VOG) with infrared radiation. The
pupil position is computed and mapped to a cursor position on
the computer screen; however, such systems are sensitive to light
conditions and have limited temporal resolution [Lupu et al. 2013].
Electrooculography (EOG) is more tolerant of light conditions and
can measure eye activities even when the user is squinting or laughing, but is less comfortable to wear for everyday use. VOG and EOG
have been combined to work in challenging outdoor environments.
Eye tracking data can also assist in determining the user’s cognitive
and emotional state, by combining measurements, such as gaze
patterns, pupil size, and microsaccades, with other physiological
measurements, such as facial expressions and heart rate [Majaranta
and Bulling 2014].
The main downside of dwell-based gaze selection is the Midas
touch problem. Normally, a selection is activated if the user fixates
on a selectable target for pre-determined threshold of time. However, an unintentional selection may be triggered, for example, if
the user overly extends a gaze fixation due to fatigue or prolonged
mental processing of visual information. This causes frustration:
Users cannot rest their gaze "just anywhere", and may need to adopt
an avoidance strategy, such as deliberately looking away from a
point of interest. This can be annoying and can reduce reading
speed [Zander et al. 2010].
A solution to the Midas touch problem is to use another channel
of information for selection. In one example, gaze was coupled with
mouse and facial EMG in a point-and-select experiment [Mateo et al.
2008]. Pointing methods (gaze and mouse), and selection methods
(mouse and EMG) were compared. Gaze pointing was faster than
mouse pointing, but no significant difference between the selection
methods was reported. For paralyzed users who cannot control a
mouse or facial muscles, BCI could serve as the selection method.
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The combination of BCI with eye tracking (or EMG, a mouse,
etc.) is an example of a hybrid system. Hybrids have the advantage
that the combinations complement each other’s strengths and limitations, and can increase accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and may
overcome the zero-class problem (a non-intentional condition of
’rest’, during which the user does not wish to send a command)
[Rupp 2014].
Hybrid systems involving eye tracking have been evaluated and
shown some feasibility. Käthner et al. [Käthner et al. 2015] compared corneal reflection eye tracking, EOG, and an auditory BCI
in terms of ease of use, speed, and comfort by ALS patients. It was
reported that the BCI system was the easiest to use, followed by
eye tracking, then EOG. However, eye tracking was fastest and
least tiring, compared to EOG and BCI. If the speed and comfort of
eye tracking can be combined with the ease of BCI, such a hybrid
system, by combining and complementing the advantages of eye
tracking and BCI, has the potential to improve the patient experience [Käthner et al. 2015].
Pfurtscheller et al. reported that 90% of their subjects preferred
a gaze-BCI hybrid over dwell-time alone [Pfurtscheller et al. 2010].
Although the hybrid was slower, it was more accurate in difficult
tasks. Hybrid BCIs can improve accuracy and reduce false activation
if the systems are used to confirm each other – a command is only
issued if both systems are activated. In Vilimek and Zander’s work
[Vilimek and Zander 2009], a hybrid gaze-BCI system was built
to improve a word selector. A word was selected only if both an
eye tracking fixation and a BCI hand movement command were
detected. In the latter case, the "movement" was detected through
motor imagery signal detection in the BCI. The hybrid system was
slower than dwell-time alone, but had higher user preference and
did not increase cognitive demand significantly. The challenges in
using MI in a BCI are to filter out the noise caused by eye movements
and to reduce the time required to set up and train the BCI binary
classifier for the MI signals.
Lim et al. [Lim et al. 2015] combined eye tracking with a steadystate visually-evoked potential (SSVEP) to improve the accuracy and
speed (due to fewer corrections) of a speller. Letters on the speller
keyboard flashed at different frequencies, and template-matching
eye tracking was used to detect which part of the keyboard (left,
right, middle) the user was looking at. A letter was selected only
if the SSVEP frequency matched the gaze location. The hybrid
improved the accuracy by avoiding an average of 16.6 typos per 68
characters.
Zander et al. [Zander et al. 2010] present a gaze-MI hybrid. The
method combined gaze with MI signal detection for "selection".
This was compared to long and short dwell-time selection in a
search-and-select experiment. It was found that the hybrid method
was slowest, but the authors argued that the difference was not of
practically significance. The gaze-MI hybrid had accuracy >78%,
and was as accurate as long dwell-time selection and more accurate
than short-dwell time selection, especially in more difficult tasks.
The overall task load index (TLX) results showed no difference in
workload between selection techniques, and a strong preference
for selection using gaze combined with MI, with significantly lower
frustration than either dwell-time selection method. It was not
reported how long it took to train users to select using MI signal
detection.
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Another example of a gaze-MI hybrid is the control of a mechanical arm described by Frisoli et al. [Frisoli et al. 2012]. Test subjects
used an eye tracker to choose a color-coded target to reach. A mechanical arm was activated using right-arm MI, with the movement
of the mechanical arm automatically controlled. The entire scene
was tracked using a Kinect-based vision system. The system had
about 89% accuracy, however, the speed was not reported.
Finally, Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2010] describe a gaze-MI hybrid
combing eye tracking and MI in a system for 3D selection. Because
tracking a single eye provides no depth information, an imaginary
arm reaching movement was used to access the depth axis. A hand
imagery grabbing movement was used to confirm and activate the
selection. Concentration was measured using pupil accommodation
speed, which was used as a switch between gaze and motor imagery
modes, thus reducing the BCI training time from 5 minutes to 30
seconds. The results showed satisfactory accuracy in distinguishing
grabbing and reaching movements.
From previous studies we have seen that gaze is well suited to
pointing and that adding a MI BCI is intuitive and offers more
freedom to users when selecting. Most studies focused on BCI’s
application, and only a few reported throughout using a Fitts’ law
experiment (e.g., [Kim and Jo 2015; Nappenfeld and Giefing 2018]).
This makes it difficult to compare BCI with other HCI paradigms.
Therefore, our experiment focused on implementing and evaluating
a gaze-MI hybrid for pointing at targets using gaze and selecting
the targets using MI. We call the method GIMIS, for Gaze Input
with Motor Imagery Selection.

3

METHOD

We conducted a study to evaluate target acquisition on a computer
screen using GIMIS – our hybrid system that combines eye tracking
(i.e., gaze) for pointing and a BCI using MI for selection. Normally,
when we select a target on a computer screen, there are two steps:
we first steer the mouse cursor over the target (pointing), then we
click the target (selection). For disabled users, mouse control may
not be possible. Gaze can be used as an alternative to steer the
mouse cursor to acquire the target. A click for selection is then
executed when a brain signal generated by imagining a specific
movement is detected by the electroencephalogram (EEG) classifier
in the BCI.
A target acquisition (point-and-select) experiment was used to
test GIMIS. The computer cursor was positioned by gaze through
the eye tracking system. This was combined with three motor
imagery selection methods:
• Left hand (LH) – activate the click selection by imagining
closing and opening the left fist.
• Legs – activate the click selection by imagining lower legs
extension.
• Either – activate the click selection by imagining either LH
or legs extension. The user is free to choose which motor
imagery to use and can switch between them at anytime.
Tang et al. reported that the left hand vs. both feet MI paradigm
was more accurately classified than the left hand vs. right hand
paradigm [Tang et al. 2016], therefore we used left hand and legs
for MI. Other combinations of MI were not investigated.
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Figure 1: Subject wearing the BCI with EEG sensors siting on
a chair with limbs resting on the armrests. The eye tracker
is seen below the computer screen which displays the Fitts’
law experiment task.
We used a Fitts’ law testing protocol, as this is widely used
to evaluate interaction involving rapidly pointing to targets and
selecting them [MacKenzie 2013]. The target acquisition time (AT )
is the time to acquire a target; it includes the time to move the
cursor to the target and the time to select the target.

3.1

Participants

A total of 19 able-bodied participants were recruited from the local
university and student dormitory. Fifteen completed the experiment. (Four subjects left early or cancelled due to defective EEG
electrodes.) Of the 15 participants who completed the experiment,
three were female. Ages were between 22-34 years with a mean
of 25 years. Three of the participants were left-handed; four wore
vision correction lenses. Six had participated in previous studies
collecting brain data, and six had previously participated in eye
tracking studies. A 400 DKK gift card was given for completing the
experiment. All participants were informed about the procedures
of the experiment and its purpose, and all participants signed a
waiver form for informed consent.

3.2

Apparatus

EEG data were collected using the g.tec USBamp amplifier which
samples at 512 Hz. The 12 AgCl electrode channels used were FC1,
C3, C1, CP1, FCz, Cz, FC2, C2, C4, CP2, CPz, Pz. Conductive gel was
used to reduce the impedance; all subjects had impedance lower
than 4 kΩ.
The computer used to process the signal data had an Intel(R)
Xeon(R) E_2186M CPU @ 2.90 GHz processor, 31.7 GB of usable
RAM, and ran the Windows 10 operating system. The resolution of
the screen was 3840 × 2160 pixels. The Fitts’ law experiment used
the GoFitts software1 .
A picture of the subject wearing the setup is shown in Figure 1.
The eye tracker used was developed by The Eye Tribe2 , and is
placed below and approximately 25 cm away from the computer
screen, as suggested by the developers. The eye tracker sampling
1 http://www.yorku.ca/mack/FittsLawSoftware/
2 https://theeyetribe.com
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rate was 30 Hz. The subjects were seated 50-80 cm in front of
the computer screen. The eye tracker is reported to have an accuracy of 0.5◦ to 1◦ visual angle [eye 2014]. All participants were
calibrated using a 16-point calibration with the manufacturer’s software, achieving > 3 stars accuracy. The accuracy data from vendors
should be viewed as approximate, and under ideal conditions. The
EyeTribe device’s performance in fixation and pupilometry analysis
was reported to be comparable to EyeLink 1000 [Dalmaijer 2014].
The eye tracker recorded the coordinate of the gaze and also
the pupil size. Pupil size is an indication of cognitive load and has
been found to increase with increased mental demand [Richer and
Beatty 1985]. Mental demand, in the present setup, could depend
on the task difficulty, in terms of target amplitude or target width,
or the selection method. To investigate the effect of task difficulty
and selection method on pupil size, the pupil size was recorded
under a constant light intensity. When the colors are similar in
brightness, pupil size will not be affected when the subject looks
at the target, or when it changes color as feedback. Constant and
equal lightness (relative luminance) values were used throughout
the experiment for the target color, mouse-over color, target border
color, and background color. See Table 1.
Table 1: The colors used in the Fitts’ law task had approximately the same lux values.
LAB
sRGB
Illuminance (lux)
near the eye
Illuminance (lux)
30cm from screen

background
50,0,0
119,119,119

target border
50,0,56
142,117,0

target (unclicked)
50,0,56
142,117,0

button-down
50,-14,15
105,125,94

mouse-over
50,-14,15
105,125,94

6.6

6.9

6.9

7.1

7.1

22.0

22.2

22.2

21.3

21.3

The equiluminance was confirmed with an RS PRO IM720 light
meter. Illuminance was measured at two locations, next to the eye
and 30 cm away from the computer screen. The color displayed on
the screen was the only light source. The experiment was conducted
in a room without windows, thus ensuring the ambient light was
fully controlled and constant.

3.3

Procedure

There were two parts to the experiment. First, there was a session
where the EEG data from the BCI were acquired, processed, and
used to train the classifier. The second part was to undertake the
target selection task using the trained system with the Fitts’ law
experiment software.
A questionnaire was completed before testing and again after
testing. The participant sat in a chair and was asked to rest their
limbs comfortably on the armrest or table. During the experiment,
they were asked to limit movement for the quality of the EEG signal
and so the eye tracking remained stable.
3.3.1 Collecting training data for BCI. The computer provided cues
for the participant to imagine hand or leg movement or to rest.
See Figure 2. The computer screen shows a cue in a left-to-right
sequence. The initial white cross indicates that attention is needed.
It appears for 1 second then a picture of either the left hand or lower
legs appears for 4 seconds, during which the participant imagines
the corresponding motor image. This is followed by a black screen

Figure 2: EEG data collection cues, shown in sequence from
left to right. Each cue’s timing information is labeled. Only
one of the images (hand or legs) is shown in each sequence.

that prompts the user to stop imagining and become idle (i.e., rest).
After 6-7 seconds, the cross reappears and the next trial starts.
A total of seven runs were conducted, each run consisting of 24
motor imagery trials appearing in random order, 12 for the left hand
and 12 for the legs. For evaluation of the BCI accuracy, five of the
runs were used for training and the rest were used for evaluation.
The training session took about 90 minutes.
An variation of the filter bank common spatial pattern (FBCSP)
paired with the naive Bayesian Parzen window (NBPW) algorithm
[Ang et al. 2012] was used to process and classify the EEG signal.
After successful training, the user can use imagined left-hand, legs,
or either (left-hand or legs) movements to activate a mouse click
and thereby select a target.
3.3.2 The Fitts’ law experiment. Using the GoFitts software, we
tested three motor imagery selection methods: left hand, legs, left
hand or legs ("either"). These were combined with two target amplitudes, A (200, 400 pixels) and two target widths, W (100, 200
pixels). Spatial hysteresis of the target was set to 4: Once the cursor
entered a target, the target was acquired until the cursor exited a
region 4× the width of the target. Five targets were presented per
sequence, there are four sequences per block (four combinations
of amplitude and width) and three blocks (selection methods). The
A-W combinations appeared in random order.
The order of the selection methods was assigned to the participant using a Latin square design. The number of targets was limited
to five in order to keep the duration of the experiment comfortable. The experiment itself (not including the training period) took
approximately 30 minutes per participant.
An example screenshot of the experiment task is shown in Figure
3. The target is the yellow circle, see Figure 3a; each new trial has
a new target on the opposite side and then the target advances
clockwise by one position. Each target has width W and the distance
between the center of the current target and the next target is the
amplitude A. The participant steers the cursor to the target using
gaze. Once the cursor enters the target, visual feedback is given by
turning the target green. See Figure 3b. With the spatial hysteresis,
the target remains green even if the gaze point moves outside the
target circle but is within 4× the target width. A click outside the
circle was registered as an error. Audio feedback was given to the
participant with different sounds signalling an error or correct
selection.

GIMIS: Gaze Input with Motor Imagery Selection
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4.1

(a) The yellow circle is the target
for the current trial.

(b) The target turns green
when the gaze point is inside
the target.

Target acquisition time

The grand mean for target acquisition time (AT ) was 4257 ms. From
fastest to slowest, in terms of selection method, the means were
2650 ms (either), 4157 ms (left hand) and 5963 ms (legs); in terms of
target amplitude, the means were 3893 ms (400 pixels), and 4620
ms (200 pixels), and in terms of target width, the means were 4076
ms (200 pixels) and 4437 ms (100 pixels).
The effect on AT was significant for selection method, F(2, 22) =
7.429, p < .01. A post hoc analysis shows that the target acquisition
time for the selection method "either" (left hand or legs) was significantly lower than for the left-hand alone and legs alone selection
methods. See Figure 4.

Figure 3: Target acquisition task interface. The yellow circle is the target for the current trial. The target turns green
when the gaze point is inside the target. For this example, A
= 400 pixels and W = 200 pixels.

3.4

Design

The experiment used a 3 × 2 × 2 within-subjects design. The independent variables and levels were as follows:
• Selection method (left hand, legs, left hand or legs)
• Target amplitude (A = 200, 400 pixels)
• Target width (W = 100, 200 pixels)
The following dependant variables were used:
•
•
•
•

Target acquisition time (AT, ms)
Throughput (TP, bits/s)
Error rate (%)
Pupil size (PS, pixels)

Note that target acquisition time has two components, the movement time (MT ) to acquire the target via gaze and the selection
time (ST ) to effect a click selection via the BCI. Selection time began
when the cursor first entered the target. No trials had an acquisition
time (AT ) greater than 2 standard deviations from the sequence
mean.
The pupil size is a measurement of cognitive load. The pupil
dilates with higher cognitive loads, coincident with more complex
tasks or greater movement planning [Jiang et al. 2014, 2015; Richer
and Beatty 1985]. On the other hand, pupil size may decrease when
the demand of precision dominates the task [Fletcher et al. 2017];
see also [Bækgaard et al. 2019]. Pupil data were normalized to each
participant’s baseline; that is, the mean of all the blocks of the
experiment. Data points with either eye’s pupil size ≤ 0 pixels were
omitted from calculation of this baseline. Furthermore, data outside
±1 standard deviation of the mean were omitted from calculation
of the baseline.

4

Figure 4: Effect of selection method on target acquisition
time (AT ). "Either" as the selection method had significantly
lower movement time than legs. The green line shows the
mean; the red line shows the median. Error bars show one
standard error of mean.

4.2

Movement time

The grand mean for movement time (MT ) was 1303 ms. From fastest
to slowest, in terms of selection method, the means were 800 ms
(either), 1306 ms (left hand) and 1802 ms (legs); in terms of target
amplitude, the means were 1176 ms (200 pixels), and 1429 ms (400
pixels), and in terms of target width, the means were 813 ms (200
pixels) and 1793 ms (100 pixels).
The effect on MT was significant for selection method, F(2, 20)
= 3.794, p < .05, and target width, F(1, 10) = 71.132, p < .0001. A
post hoc analysis shows that the movement time for the selection
method "either" (left hand or legs) was significantly lower than for
the left-hand alone and legs alone selection methods. MT for the
larger target width was significantly lower than for the smaller
target width.
There were no other significant main or interaction effects on
movement time (p > .05).

RESULTS

A three-factor repeated-measures ANOVA was used to investigate
the effects of the independent variables on the dependent variables:
acquisition time (AT ), throughput (T P), error rate (ER) and pupil
size (PS). The independent variables were selection method, target
amplitude, and target width. After the experiment, the participants
were given a questionnaire to rate their mental and physical state
and their preference for the selection methods.

4.3

Selection time

The grand mean for selection time (ST ) was 3198 ms. From fastest
to slowest, in terms of selection method, the means were 2044 ms
(either), 3152 ms (left hand) and 4396 ms (legs); in terms of target
amplitude, the means were 2766 ms (400 pixels), and 3629 ms (200
pixels), and in terms of target width, the means were 2882 ms (100
pixels) and 3513 ms (200 pixels).
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The effect on ST was significant for selection method, F(2, 20) =
4.899, p < .05. A post hoc analysis shows that the target acquisition
time for the selection method "either" (left hand or legs) was significantly lower than for the left-hand alone and legs alone selection
methods. See Figure 5.

Figure 6: Interaction effect of selection method by target amplitude. "Either" by 400 px target amplitude has the highest
throughput. The green line shows the mean; the red line
shows the median. Error bars show one standard error of
the mean.
Figure 5: Effect of selection method on selection time (ST ).
"Either" as the selection method had significantly lower
movement time than legs. The green line shows the mean;
the red line shows the median. Error bars show one standard
error of mean.

4.4

Throughput

The grand mean for throughput (TP) was 0.438 bits/s. From highest
to lowest, in terms of selection method, the means were 0.593 bits/s
(either), 0.436 bits/s (left-hand) and 0.284 bits/s (legs). In terms of
target amplitude, the means were 0.542 bits/s (400 pixels) and 0.333
bits/s (200 pixels), and in terms of target width the means were
0.448 bits/s (100 pixels) and 0.427 bits/s (200 pixels).
The effect on T P was significant for selection method, F(2, 22)
= 13.896, p < .01, and target amplitude, F(1, 11) = 35.183, p < .0001.
A post hoc analysis showed that the selection method "either"
had significantly higher throughput than the legs and left-hand
selections methods. T P was significantly higher at the larger target
amplitude.
The interaction effects were significant for selection method by
target amplitude, F(2, 22) = 4.966, p < .05. The larger amplitude
and faster selection method increased the throughput, as shown in
Figure 6.
There were no other significant main or interaction effects on
T P (p > .05).

4.5

Error rate

The grand mean for error rate (ER) was 11.81%. From lowest to
highest, in terms of clicking method, the means were 7.1% (lefthand), 13.8% (legs) and 14.9% (either). In terms of target amplitude,
the means were 10.3% (400 pixels) and 13.3% (200 pixels), and in
terms of target width, the means were 4.4% (200 pixels) and 19.2%
(100 pixels). The effect on ER was significant for target width only,
F(1, 11) = 13.076, p < .01.
The polar plots of ER for target widths 100 pixels and 200 pixels
are shown in Figure 7. No obvious skewness pattern in terms of
target coordinates was observed.

Figure 7: Polar plot showing error rate (ER) for targets at
their screen coordinates. One standard error of mean is
shaded over the mean.

4.6

Pupil size

The pupil data for participant 19 is shown in Figure 8 as an example,
with the raw pupil data on the left. The black horizontal lines on the
left graph show the data within 1 standard deviation of the mean.
On the right, the pupil data of the left-hand block are shown. Each
part marked by a yellow column is a sequence of trials. The parts
that are not shaded are the rest periods between sequences, where
the subject is idle or relaxed. Fluctuations at various frequencies
reminiscent of pupillary unrest/hippus [Bouma and Baghuis 1971;
Ohtsuka et al. 1988; Stark et al. 1958] appear to be visible in the
recorded pupil data, but generally the pupil size appear smaller
during the rests between the active task sequences.
The grand mean of the baseline was 20.037 pixels. The grand
mean of PS during active task sequences was 0.00134 pixels, close
to the baseline as expected. From smallest to largest, in terms of
selection methods, the means were -0.9462 pixels (left hand), -0.3027
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competition IV 2a [Brunner et al. 2008], the percentage accuracy
was 83.36% ± 10.11 with a kappa of 0.73 ± 0.20, which were higher
than the right hand vs. left hand paradigm from the same data
set, the percentage accuracy was 74.62% ± 26.02 with a kappa of
0.49 ± 0.28, in congruence with the findings in Tang et al. [2016].

5

Figure 8: Participant 19’s left-hand block pupil data. The figure on the left shows the threshold for accepting data points.
The thresholds are plotted as two black horizontal lines on
the raw pupil data. On the right, the baseline-corrected pupil
data for a block are shown. Areas shaded in green are active task sequences. The participant rests between the sequences.
pixels (legs) and 0.129 pixels (either). In terms of target amplitude,
the means were -0.011 pixels (400 pixels) and 0.137 (200 pixels), and
in terms of target width, the means were -0.171 pixels (100 pixels)
and 0.174 pixels (200 pixels).
The main effect on PS was significant for target width, F(1, 11)
= 15.557, p < .01. The larger the target width, the bigger the pupil
dilates.
There were no other significant main or interaction effects.
The mean pupil size over time in our experiment are plotted in
Figure 9.

Figure 9: Mean pupil size by trial index for each of the selection methods. One standard error of mean is shaded over
the mean.

4.7

BCI MI classification

For the three-class classification of left hand vs. both legs vs. idle,
the algorithm’s percentage accuracy was 60.80% ± 13.41 with a
kappa of 0.43 ± 0.18. For the binary classification of MI vs. idle (i.e.,
’Either’ selection condition), the algorithm’s percentage accuracy
was 74.27% ± 18.15, and kappa value was 0.49 ± 0.22. For the binary
classification of left hand vs. both legs, the algorithm’s percentage
accuracy was 73.97% ± 10.62 with a kappa of 0.47 ± 0.36. Testing
the algorithm using the left hand and feet data extracted from BCI

USER EXPERIENCE

Participants compled a post-experiment evaluation questionnaire.
They were asked to rate the mental demand for each selection
method on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being "not at all" and 10 being
"extremely". From lowest to highest, the means were 5.71 ± 1.98
(either), 5.93 ± 2.13 (legs), and 6.07 ± 2.09 (left-hand). They were
also asked to rate the physical demand of each selection method.
In this case, the means were 2.5 ± 1.65 for left-hand and legs, and
2.43 ± 1.65 for the "either" condition. There was no significant
difference between the mental or physical demand ratings for the
selection methods.
Participants indicated they expended the most effort with lefthand selection at 6.64 ± 1.45, followed by legs at 6.07 ± 1.33, and
"either" at 5.86 ± 1.51. The left-hand effort was significantly higher
than legs and "either" (p < .01). The frustration level was highest for
left-hand 4.86 ± 2.32, followed by 4.57 ± 2.24 for legs, and 4.07 ± 1.54
for "either". There was no significant difference in frustration ratings
(p > .05).
On a scale of 1 to 3, 1 being most preferred, participants rated
the legs (1.79 ± 0.89) the most preferred selection method, followed
by "either" (2.07 ± 0.62) and left-hand (2.14 ± 0.95). There was no
significant difference in preference for selection method (p > .05).
Subjects commented "it was difficult to completely concentrate
my thoughts. Also thinking about avoiding movement at the same
time was difficult. Every time I failed it got increasingly difficult
to click, so I had to try to clear my mind all the time before I
could click again." It was observed that some participants’ bodies
cramped up slightly when they were trying to activate a click. Their
breathing became heavier, and they even started fidgeting due to
not being able to succeed. This made it more challenging in turn,
since their mental state was different from training, since the effects
of breathing, tensing of muscles, and eye movements were absent in
the training data – they were calm and almost "meditating" during
EEG recording. When they were told "don’t try harder, but try
more similar to the training imagination", they were able to activate
selections better.
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DISCUSSION

When the selection method is "either", the BCI classification is
reduced to a binary classification between rest and motor imagery
– whether the imagery is left-hand or legs is not considered. This
makes the classification simpler. Participants commented that it
was "nice to have the option to use ’either’ because this "made it
less frustrating as it was possible to change strategy when ’stuck’".
This is possibly the reason why the "either" clicking method scored
the highest on throughput. Using the "either" method for clicking,
however, would rule out the possibility to have different actions
mapped to left-hand or legs motor imagery, for instance a single
click and a double click.
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The computed throughput values reported herein are quite low:
less than 1 bit/s for all three selection methods. Values in the literature for throughput are generally higher – about 4-5 bits/s for mouse
input (see [Soukoreff and MacKenzie 2004], Table 4). Other devices
generally fair poorer with values of about 1-3 bits/s for the touchpad or joystick. However, throughputs <1 bit/s have been observed
when testing unusual cursor control schemes or when engaging
participants with motor disabilities [Cuaresma and MacKenzie 2017;
Felzer et al. 2016; Hassan et al. 2019; MacKenzie and Teather 2012;
Roig-Maimó et al. 2017].
The throughput in most BCI literature is reported as information
transfer rate (ITR) [Wolpaw et al. 2002]. As Choi et al. [Choi et al.
2017] note, only about 32% of literature reports ITR; mostly task accuracy is used as a metric in BCI studies. BCI paradigms commonly
report throughput <1 bit/s. For example, 0.5 bits/s [Volosyak et al.
2010], 0.15 bits/s [Pasqualotto et al. 2015], 0.2 bits/s [Riccio et al.
2015], and 0.05-1.44 bits/s [Holz et al. 2013]. A high throughput
speller by Chen et al. [Chen et al. 2014] achieved 1.75 bits/s. However, most of reviewed studies used P300 or SSVEP paradigms as
they are commonly used for speller design. Obermaier et al. [Obermaier et al. 2001] used hand MI, but reported ITR as bits/trial, if
we assume a trial to be 1.25 s long, it gives a maximum throughput
around 0.6 bits/s. GIMIS’s grand mean of 0.438 bits/s is higher than
most BCI literature reviewed, likely due to the gaze input.
The error rate (grand mean 11.8%) was much higher than reported by Bækgaard et al. [Bækgaard et al. 2019], where target
widths of 50 pixels and 100 pixels with click selection were used
and the error rates for gaze, head, and mouse pointing were 1.53%,
0.26%, and 0.24%, respectively. Table 4 in Stark et al. [Soukoreff and
MacKenzie 2004] surveyed nine studies with error rates ranging
from 1.6% for RemotePoint to 32% for laser pointer. Most paradigms
report error rates below 10%.
The BCI may produce false-positive clicks, if a selection happens
inside a target before the user begins to imagine the movement. A
larger target increases the probability of such false-positive selections being inside the correct target. Another contributor of the
error is that, as some subjects commented, it is difficult to keep
the eyes fixated while imagining the movements, a larger target
therefore gave more buffer for eye movements during imagination
too, and if the eye tracker was ’shaky’, a larger target helps by
providing a larger activation area.
The time for gaze to steer the cursor into the target is much faster
than for the BCI to classify a new EEG signal; however, BCI is the
main contributor to AT . The expected effect of target amplitude
and width were possibly obscured and rendered insignificant by
the slow BCI.
The gaze pointing movement time recorded in our experiments
were much longer than reported by, for example, Bækgaard et al.
[Bækgaard et al. 2019] and Mateo et al. [Mateo et al. 2008]; they
report movement time less than 500 ms. Our participants rated an
average 6 out of 10 for gaze control, suggesting the long movement
time could be caused by imperfect eye tracker calibration or usage.
Whether and how the mental difficulty of the MI may have
impacted movement time needs to be investigated further. Some
users commented on not being able to stay relaxed, or needing to
stop imagining immediately once the target had been selected. This
implies the BCI may have issued a false-positive selection even
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though the user was not in an MI state. If this happens, for the
next trial the user may consciously relax more and not work as
hard so as to avoid over-activation. The effort to relax more may
have started before moving the eyes, which would then slow down
movement time.
Contrary to what we might have expected from the difficulty
and load caused by motor task complexity and movement planning,
a smaller target width, in this case, decreased pupil size. Picking
approximately equiliumant targets and background across all conditions aimed at avoiding the pupillary light reflex [Ellis 1981] as
an effect on the pupil size. Hence, our findings may suggest that the
increased demand for precision caused by the smaller target width
is the stronger effect, in line with findings reported by Fletcher et al.
[2017].
The mean value of the pupil diameter by trial within each sequence varies with time. Bækgaard et al. [Bækgaard et al. 2019]
reported that the pupil diameter increased approximately 8% over
the first trials, stabilizing over the remaining sequence. For all selection methods we similarly observed a comparable start-up effect
from the first to the second task of approximately 5% (cf. Figure
9). For the selection method "either" we also observed an approximately stable pupil size hereafter, but for the selection methods
"legs" and "left-hand", a decrease in pupil size is seen after the second selection. However, we only had five targets per sequence,
which may be too few to see any convincing trend, compared to
21 targets per sequence reported by Bækgaard et al. [Bækgaard
et al. 2019]. Some users commented they had difficulties staying
relaxed, which caused accidental/premature selections. They may
have compensated by lowering their arousal, leading to a decrease
in pupil size. Additionally, it may be that forcing users to their
non-preferred selection method could also cause a disengagement,
leading to a lower invested effort and cognitive load, resulting in a
decrease in pupil size.
Finally, two practical issues should be considered, namely the
time it takes to train the system and the comfort of the cap. The
BCI signal was processed using the FBCSP and NBPW algorithms
[Ang et al. 2012], which took about five minutes to train for each
participant. A more accurate 2D convolutional neural network
(CNN) classifier, similar to Sakhavi et al. [Sakhavi et al. 2018] was
implemented, however, the CNN model took about 45 minutes to
train per participant, which is a challenge in the EEG lab, where
we had limited time to complete the experiments, the electrical
conducting gel started to dry and participants started to get tired;
this negatively impacted signal quality and performance. Therefore,
we chose the faster NBPW algorithm to meet this logistic demand.
The EEG cap took time to setup. Each electrode has to be filled
with gel which may dry up in long experiments, requiring the
subjects to wash their hair, wait for their hair to dry and reapply
the gel. Additionally, the cap may not fit all participants perfectly;
some had the edge of the cap over their eyebrows, Although none of
the subjects reported obstructed vision, the cap was uncomfortable
for some participants.

7

CONCLUSION

Our experiment has shown the GIMIS method to be feasible. The
best performance was obtained when participants were free to
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choose if they would use either the left-hand or legs for motor
imagery selection. However, throughputs were lower and error
rates were higher than values reported in other Fitts’ law studies.
Therefore, we suggest that GIMIS should primarily be considered
as a way to introduce BCI for patients who are already familiar
with gaze interaction but in danger of loosing their eye control.
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